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40,000 Signatures! Petition to Ban The Show in Australia

Passes 40,000 Signatures! The Save Our Show campaign to
have The Walking Dead removed from Australian TV has
now passed the 40,000 signature threshold and has been
accepted by the ABC for consideration. The petition which
was created by a group of fans gathered during the The
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Walking Dead’s return to Australia on Pay TV provider
Foxtel’s now 29 channel hit-fest, Home and Away (Channel
665), has recently passed the 40,000 signature threshold.
The petition was created by fans after the last episode of

Season 5 which took place in Australia this past Sunday. As
part of the campaign, the group of fans have created a

Facebook page which has racked up nearly 4,000 “likes”
with the majority of the support coming from fans of the

show who live in Australia and those who will be tuning in
for the first time to see the latest adventure of Rick Grimes

and his band of survivors as the Australian cast and
production team continue to fly across the globe. The

petition was started by one fan who created the campaign
through an online petition site named “Change.org” which
tracks a petition and gives people the chance to make a

change by posting comments and adding their own
suggestions. The petition currently states: “We, the people
of Australia, believe that The Walking Dead (TV series) is a
show that exploits and depicts domestic violence against
women. Such depictions are particularly harmful to our

youth who are closely watching the show, and are often in
the role of character’s girlfriends/wives.” The petition states

that they believe that the show “disgracefully showcases
domestic violence, especially amongst women, while

conveniently stripping the perpetrator (or scene of said
violence) of his character.” Furthermore, the petition states

that the theme of death and/or suffering is one that has
been thoroughly criticized by the Mental Health Foundation
and its Helping Australians in Mental Health initiative states:

“The impact of media on the mental 6d1f23a050
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